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Notifying the Norwegian crime

Minister of Justice JØran Kallmyr,

ln reference to the last part of the Report.
The pictures which the police took at the scene of the crime shows blood stains
on the bed, something similar to the reconstruction which was done. There is
also noted that there is a bend in the curtain rod where the hanging allegedly

happened. This is confirmed again by an independent source. Together with
the external damage on the child, this gives the impression that the child was
killed.
The alleged "suicide letters" that were found in her room, articulate and point
toward the parents and the brothers, would be therefore under a "strange

light". No one in their right mind would write a suicide letter before they are
killed. And it's also unusual to damage a curtain rod before one is killed.
The Death Certificate seems even stranger. The doctor who wrote this
obviously missed the point.

-

The Certificate describes no department or identification number
The first name of "the doctor" coincides strangely with that of the

-

person who raped the child, according to the childs journal
The academic level is at a stand still
The question is, does this doctor actually exist, or is the Certificate

written to conceal a more serious criminal act?
The case is hereby sent to the Norwegian Crime Scene lnvestigation (KRIPOS),
something which should have obviously been done earlier.

)
)

A teenager at the age

of 16 dies by unnatural death
There is external damage to the body, and clear traces of blood on the
scene

)

The clothes she wore when she died has been "thrown away" (discarded)
because a garbage truck came by. This needs an explanation.

F She has been previously raped, and the information suggests that she
has been used in prostitution

Child Ministrv incapacitv
The Minister of Child Welfare (CPS, Child Protective Service) Kjell Ropstad is
married to an employee in the Child Welfare system (CPS). The new attorney
general, Jørn Maurud is living together with a former minister involved in the
so called NAV case, and has claimed himself inhabil. The disregard of Kjell
Ropstad is striking, and he has to be about the only person in the country who

doesn't understand the problem with children being abducted, forcefully
treated with prevention middles, raped and killed. He should therefore claim
himself inhabil to comment on the death of shada, on behalf of the
government.

After the so called Monika- case, where the child was found killed on the island
of Sotra outside Bergen, everyone agreed that murder cases should be
investigated. This is still on going.

Conclusion
Shada died in August and a new autopsy is still possible. The Norwegian Crime
Scene lnvestigation (KRIPOS) received extended information, just like the

Attorney general has received. Further information and documents are
available at your request.
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